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Another Romeo & Juliet Movie
 
The movie starts with a slow motion intro.
A bag fly's around aimlessly while the winds blow.
The bag passes them while they're under a tree.
She says she hates him, and he gets angry.
He looks at her with anger, and drops in his bag to the grass.
He pulls her closer, kisses her, then they smile and they laugh.
The bright shining sun made her browns eyes pop.
Whenever these two are together, the whole world stops.
The two forbidden lovers that happened by chance,
Might be put under the movie category 'Romance'
But watch the movie more, and then you might see
That this romance movie, might be a tragedy.
On a swing watching fireworks, in comfortable weather
Not knowing this might be the last time they'll be together.
In their secret love, they didn't cover some tracks.
Locked away from each other have they reached they're climax?
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Happy With Yourself
 
We're humans, sometimes we strive for something  better,
A males objective can thrown off when she wears a tight sweater.
 
Females see a guy they like, and will turn on each other.
Boys want to be the boyfriend but is seen as the brother.
 
She's intelligent, funny, and has skills in the kitchen,
But acts dumb and paint her face just to gain his attention.
 
He's her 'bestie' and hears her complain how she's always alone,
Afraid to express how he feels, he unknowingly gets in the friend zone.
 
One thing people fail to realize, it's not good to be someone else
And that you'll be happier with people and life if you just be yourself.
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Her &Lt;3
 
Filled with joy every time that we meet
From laughter, to disagreements, to kisses so sweet.
 
Quiet, beautiful, intelligent, and unique.
I see her once and I'll smile all week.
 
Through the cotton withholds scars with many untold stories.
I Can tell she's an adventurer,  still seeking the glory.
 
With her, the search is over cuz I have found the treasure.
I don't even have to enter her sea, just for me to seek pleasure.
 
With her I feel lucky tho I have little time.
In love with the girl but enticed by her mind.
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Music To Me
 
Music to me is more than a noise or a sound.
More than a beat that makes my feet tap the ground.
It's a sensation that takes control.
It's nourishing food for my hungry soul.
Music is that friend who's empathetic.
It's my motivation to be energetic.
It's the key to freedom within my mind.
It's my improved vision when Ii am blind.
All words in music may not be true,
But it's because of music that I will make it through.....
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Novel
 
I try and try to read you but I never fully comprehend. You're an interesting
mystery with limited clues. At certain times you become my journal and hold my
secrets. You're a book I checked out and don't wanna return. You're going to be
overdue for a long time and I don't care about the fines just as long as I still
have you. I read you and get inspired to think wonderful things. You have stories
of all kind. Each Paige is filled with something beautiful and exciting. I know I
don't get to read you everyday like I want to but when I do I'm super happy. I
could read you over and over again and never get tired of you. I love you, my
Novel, my best friend....
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Should I Tell
 
You can't see my shadow if I'm in the shade.
You won't really see the colors if they begin to fade.
Standing, staring daggers at the world, nothing to say,
But if I hold it all in, will it ever go away?
Or will it overflow my mind with anger and stress?
Will it hurt me emotionally, take my heart out my chest?
Trust, love, and forgiveness is the war within I fight.
And what's done in the dark eventually comes to the light ;)
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The Origin Of 'Q'
 
Basketball in street and music blasting is where I’m from.
 
Jumping around, making jokes, annoying people chomping on gum.
 
 
 
I am from laughter, listening, pleasure, and pain.
 
From hooping in the sun to dancing in the rain.
 
 
 
From that relative that comes and visits the family for a while.
 
Being that persevering friend that won’t stop until you smile.
 
 
 
I am from junk for dinner, not food.
 
The laid-back guy with the nonchalant attitude.
 
 
 
I am from being in water, swimming smart as a dolphin.
 
To holding back tears seeing someone in a coffin.
 
 
 
From the book of secrets which my heart will always hold.
 
A ticking time bomb of anger waiting to explode.
 
 
 
A book of dark secrets that blend in with the night,
 
But whats done in the dark eventually comes to the light.
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From a guy who sees an attractive girl and forgets what to say.
 
to curious and lost soul trying to find a new way.
 
 
From a guy who wants to see the moon before the sun
 
to a guy who knew the movie before it begun.
 
 
From a child of God, working not for money.
 
A bee that pollinates the flower, not just takes her honey.
 
 
From a strong young man, not afraid to get rejected.
 
A guy full of surprises, so expect the unexpected.
 
 
From a scholar, music lover, athlete, and now poet,
 
to person who accepts vulnerability, and through poetry will show it.
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Wait For Love
 
Just graduated from college so we went and got hitched.
Only five months married and I say life's a bitch. 
I look at other women, and she looks at other men.
I wish I could go back in time and just do it over again.
I say she's always wrong, and she thinks she's always right.
I'm young, I'm stressed, and now I sleep on the couch at night.
When we were dating in college life seemed so sweet.
Curious about what I'm missing so I begin to cheat.
My wife isn't dumb, so I got caught of course.
Now I'm 25 and within one year, I'm going through a divorce..........
 
John got married when was a lot older than me,
He knew himself, and his wife was everything he wanted her to be.
Beautiful couple, not so young, but they were very wise.
Trivial problems in they marriage but they knew how to compromise.
They live a life that isn't perfect, but they can say it is truly great.
They knew themselves, knew each other, for marriage they decided to wait.
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War
 
Young, happy, and free, starting to have fun.
The sky dull & grey, and away with the sun.
Confused & unfocused and the war just begun.
You're on the battlefield, should you fight or run?
In close combat, use a knife or a gun?
In a war within yourself, have you loss or you won?
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